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	Since the first part of the twentieth century, cybernetics and systems research have been developed as
	scientific disciplines. Investigations, launched in the area of cybernetics, previously dealt with control
	and information processing. In a more narrow sense, they consisted in the consideration of analogies
	of the control and the information processing between life beings and systems of different nature, e.g.
	technical, economic, social as well as of activities requiring traditionally understood intelligence. Nowadays,
	a notion ‘cybernetics’ is used more and more rarely, but the corresponding research is continued
	and developed, e.g. in the framework of artificial intelligence, intelligent computing, control theory. The
	cybernetics as an interdisciplinary scientific and research discipline is strongly connected with systems
	studies dealing, among others, with methodological and applied problems of analysis and decision making
	(synthesis) for systems of different nature. From many known systems theories, only mathematical
	systems and their applications are addressed in this book. Other aspects of systems-based research are
	not considered.


	Systems research in the area distinguished provides scientists from different disciplines with useful
	tools for solving analysis and decision making problems. On the other hand, the development of computer
	science technology enables researchers and practitioners to computerize and to automate more
	and more effectively such man’s activities as reasoning, understanding, learning, perception. It leads to
	the advancement of intelligent systems which now are intensively developed and investigated as a vital
	scientific discipline. It seems that nowadays knowledge – understood, roughly speaking, as facts, principles
	and the ability of reasoning on their basis – is an indispensable element of any intelligent system.


	Taking into account mentioned methodological tools developed in systems research, it is interesting
	and useful to apply them also for intelligent systems. In particular, these tools concern modeling and
	identification of systems, analysis and simulation of systems as well as decision making for systems of
	different nature, e.g. control, diagnosis, pattern recognition, clustering.


	The following well recognized general topics are represented in chapters collected and presented in
	this volume: complex systems, control theory and engineering, cybernetics and economy, fuzzy systems,
	information and communication systems, systems modeling, control, management and decision making.
	Particular specific investigations presented in any chapter refer to one or more system-based tools. On
	the other hand, knowledge, information or data are used in different aspects as well as existing artificial
	intelligence-based facets are highlighted in the problems considered.


	A considerable part of the book is based on original presentations delivered during the 14th International
	Congress of Cybernetics and Systems of World Organisation of Systems and Cybernetics (WOSC) which
	was held in Wroclaw, Poland in September 2008. These chapters encompass updated and substantially
	extended results of previously conducted studies as well as of fruitful discussions during the Congress.
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Docker in PracticeManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		An open source container system, Docker makes deploying applications painless and flexible. Docker is powerful and simple to use, and it makes life easier for developers and administrators alike providing shorter build times, fewer production bugs, and effortless application roll-out.

	
		About...
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iOS Swift Game Development Cookbook: Simple Solutions for Game Development ProblemsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Ready to make amazing games for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch? With Apple’s Swift programming language, it’s never been easier. This updated cookbook provides detailed recipes for a managing wide range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math to SpriteKit and OpenGL to performance—all...
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501 Killer Marketing Tactics to Increase Sales, Maximize Profits, and Stomp Your Competition: Revised and Expanded Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Bigger, Badder, Better!

	ATTACK OF THE KILLER MARKETING TACTICS!


	A few years back, marketing super-guru Tom Feltenstein in  rewrote the book on high-impact marketing that works. Fast-forward to today and new technologies, more sophisticated consumers/competitors, and a whole new media...
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Propose, Prepare, Present: How to become a successful, effective, and popular speaker at industry conferencesO'Reilly, 2013

	Every year, tens of thousands of companies--from industry giants to aspiring upstarts--apply to speak at conferences. They pump millions of dollars into these events, hoping to find new customers, strengthen their brand, and meet new partners. Sadly, for most of them, things don't go that way. Submitted topics aren't chosen; when they...
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Sinatra: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2011

	When people speak of Ruby web development, it has historically been in reference to
	the opinionated juggernaut that is Rails. This is certainly not an unfounded association;
	Hulu, Yellow Pages, Twitter, and countless others have relied on Rails to power their
	(often massive) web presences, and Rails facilitates that process with zeal....
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Information Development: Managing Your Documentation Projects, Portfolio, and PeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A revolutionary new resource that brings documentation product management ideas up to date
   The 1994 bestselling classic Managing Your Documentation Projects set the industry standard for technical documentation. However, since then, much has changed in the world of information development. With this new title, JoAnn...
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